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ABSTRACT 
Finding the 1 Most Probable Explanations (MPE) of a given evidence, S,, in a 
Bayesian belief network can be formulated as identifying and ordering a set of 
composite hypotheses, His, of which the posterior probabilities are the 1 largest; ie, 
Pr(H,IS,) 2 . . 2 Pr(H,IS,). When an order includes all the composite hypotheses in 
the network in order to find all the probable explanations, it becomes a total order and 
the derivation of such an order has an exponential complexity. The focus of this paper is 
on the derioation of a partial order, with length 1, for finding the I most probable 
composite hypotheses; where 1 typically is much smaller than the total number of 
composite hypotheses in a network. Preuiously, only the partial order of length two (ie, 
1 = 2) in a singly connected Bayesian network could be efficiently denujed without 
further restriction on network topologies and the increase in spatial complexity. This 
paper discusses an efficient algotithm for the deriuation of the partial ordering of the 
composite hypotheses in a singly connected network with arbitraty order length. This 
algorithm is based on the propagation of quantitatiue vector streams in a feed-forward 
manner to a designated “root” node in a network. The time complexity of the algorithm 
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is in the order of O(lkn); where 1 is the length of a partial order, k the length of the 
longest path in a network, and n the maximum number of node states-defined as the 
product of the size of the conditional probability table of a node and the number of 
incoming messages towards the node. 
KEYWORDS: Bayesian network, probabilistic inference, partial order, com- 
posite hypothesis, local computation, message vectors 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finding the 1 Most Probable Explanations (MPE) of a given evidence, 
S,, in a Bayesian belief network is an optimization problem to identify a 
set of composite hypotheses, Hs, which will yield the 1 largest Pr(HIS,)s; 
where a composite hypothesis is an instantiation of all the nodes in the 
network except the evidence nodes. This optimization problem is generally 
NP-hard [l]. Among the methods being proposed previously for identifying 
the most probable composite hypotheses, two approaches were taken. One 
approach is to restrict the types of networks to be dealt with such as singly 
connected networks,’ BN2 [2], or bipartite graphs [3]. Another approach is 
to shift the complexity to spatial domain in order to keep the computa- 
tional complexity in a linear order. For example, Shimony and Chamiak 
proposed a method that converts a Bayesian belief network into a Weighted 
Boolean Function Directed Acyclic Graph (WBFDAG), and which permits 
the use of the best-first search strategy in a WBFDAG. Although this 
method maintains a linear run time with respect to the size of a graph, the 
number of nodes in a WBFDAG could be in an exponential order as 
compared to the original network. To date, if a given network is singly 
connected and there is no compromise between the computational com- 
plexity and the spatial complexity, only the two most probable composite 
hypotheses could be determined efficiently. An efficient algorithm for 
finding the two most probable composite hypotheses of’the MPE problem 
has been developed by Pearl [4]. The basic idea of Pearl’s algorithm is that 
each node in a network is associated with a causal and diagnostic function 
through which the largest values of these functions will propagate to each 
other for obtaining the information needed to compute Pr(HIS,). 
In this paper, we present an efficient computational method for obtain- 
ing the 1 most probable composite hypotheses in a singly connected 
Bayesian belief network. The mechanism of our computational method 
‘A singly connected network is defined as a network within which there is at most one path 
connecting any two nodes. For example, Fig. 1 is a singly connected network, whereas Fig. 2 is 
not because there are two paths of getting to node d from a via either b or c. 
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involves a message passing process that, in essence, is similar to Pearl’s 
algorithm [5]. However, our method differs from Pearl’s and others’ 
algorithms in three ways. First, the message passing in our method is 
unidirectional as opposed to bidirectional in Pearl’s algorithms. Second, 
each “message unit” in our method is a vector but not a value as in [51. 
Third, we retain all processed information to permit its reuse in a system- 
atically ordered fashion for the successive derivations of the most probable 
composite hypotheses. Regarding the spatial complexity in terms of mem- 
ory size, our method is worse than Pearl’s algorithm, but ours permits the 
derivation of more than two most probable hypotheses. Yet, it is better 
than that of a WBFDAG in the sense that the spatial complexity issue of 
our approach only occurs during the run time as opposed to the spatial 
complexity of a WBFDAG, which is static after compilation. 
To the best of our knowledge, our attempt to identify not only the two 
most probable composite hypotheses, but a partial ordering of the MPE in 
a singly connected network without further restriction on network topol- 
ogy, is novel. We believe that such a consideration (ie, partial ordering of 
the most probable composite hypotheses) is important in several applica- 
tion domains such as in diagnosis, prognosis evaluation, and assessment of 
certain design methodologies [6, 71. 
In section two we first give an overview of the formalism of a Bayesian 
network and the complexity of reasoning in such a network. A brief 
literature review is given in section three. In section four the notion of 
propagating “look-ahead” message streams for local computation is intro- 
duced. In section five the mechanism and characteristics of a recurrence 
local computation method are discussed. Then the recurrence local com- 
putation is formulated, and its correctness is proved in section six. An 
example to illustrate the local computation is given in section seven. In 
section eight the scope of this recurrence local computation approach and 
alternative approaches are discussed. In section nine the extension of this 
approach to a multiply connected network is discussed, followed by the 
conclusion in section ten. 
2. OVERVIEW OF BAYESIAN NETWORK AND COMPLEXITY 
PROBLEM 
A Bayesian network [8] is a directed acyclic graph within which a set of 
nodes are connected by a set of arcs. Each node in a graph represents a 
propositional variable, and an arc connecting two nodes indicates the 
dependency between them. For the sake of discussion, each propositional 
variable, represented by a lower case letter, is assumed to have only two 
values-true and false. An upper case letter represents the value of a 
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propositional variable. For example, X and x represent x = X (i.e., true) 
and x = 2 (ie, false) respectively. Suppose x represents the propositional 
statement--e/err&on of body temperature. Then X(x> is the hypothesis 
that there is (not) an elevation of body temperature. 
The connections among the nodes determine the graphical structure of 
a network. Such a graphical structure is important in two ways. First, it 
indicates qualitatively the (un)conditional independencies among the 
propositional variables. Second, it determines the kind of efficient compu- 
tation that can be applied. For example, the local computation methods 
described in this paper and elsewhere [5] rely on a singly connected 
network configuration such as the one shown in Fig. 1. 
Each node in a Bayesian network is associated with a probability 
function. For example, in Fig. 2, node a is associated with the probability 
function Z+(a), b with Pr(bla), c with Pr(cla), and d with Pr(dlbc). The 
joint distribution of the variables can be computed by multiplying appro- 
priate probability functions together. In Fig. 2, Pr(abcd) = R-(a) 
Pr(bla)Pr(cla>Pr(dlbc). 
Each propositional variable in our discussion is assumed to be binary; ie, 
tnne/false, or yes/no. When the value of a propositional variable is known 
or observable, the variable is referred to as an evidence uariable. Other- 
wise, it is referred to as a non-euidence uariable. Each possible value of a 
non-evidence variable is considered as an assertion about a certain propo- 




Figure 1. Ten-node singly connected Bayesian network. 
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Figure 
sitional statement. For example, we can have an assertion: it is true that 
the patient has an elevation of body temperature. Such an assertion is 
referred to as a simple hypothesis. The combination of those assertions 
such as the patient has dizziness and no indication of heat illness and no 
elevation of body temperature is referred to as a local composite hypothesis. 
When the combination is exhaustive, meaning that all the non-evidence 
variables in a Bayesian network are being considered, we refer to such a 
combination a composite hypothesis. 
3. REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH 
Probabilistic inference in a Bayesian network has been viewed as an- 
swering queries relevant to the propositional variables in a Bayesian 
network [9]; in particular, the likelihoods of simple or (local) composite 
hypotheses in the presence of an evidence. 2 Various inference algorithms 
were developed elsewhere and the details were in [2-3, 5, 10-191. To date, 
the most efficient computational method to deal with a simple hypothesis 
has a complexity order that is linear to the longest path in a network and 
the largest number of node states of a propositional variable [5, 11, 181. 
However, this complexity order only applies to singly connected Bayesian 
networks and in which parallel processing is permitted. In dealing with 
multiply connected networks, cutset conditioning and triangulation pre- 
processing would be needed to transform the networks into polytree 
hypergraphs that are akin to singly connected networks. Unfortunately, 
finding the optimal cutsets, and obtaining the optimal hypergraph (with 
2The set of evidence variables is not tied and is varied over time. 
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respect to the number of states) using the triangulation process are both 
proven to be NP-hard [20, 28, 291. 
There are some attempts to extend the query capability of a probabilistic 
inference to include composite hypotheses (or multiple causes) [2], and 
particularly in the domain of diagnosis [4, 161. However, the attention is 
focused on the special cases such as the bipartite networks with a set of 
conditional independent disorders and a set of marginal independent 
manifestations. The discussion of general cases is rather limited because of 
the intractable computational complexity and the inconsistency problem of 
local computation. Nevertheless, the relationship between a probabilistic 
inference and a diagnostic strategy was thoroughly discussed by Peng and 
Reggie [16]; in particular what is meant by finding the best explanation in 
the domain of diagnosis. Specifically, they proposed a Parsimonious Cover- 
ing Theory in which a causation euent (CE) is defined as “d; causes mj” 
and is true only if both the disorder, d;, and the manifestation, mj, occur. 
Within the Parsimonious Covering Theory, the best explanation is then 
defined in terms of the most probable causation event--l)liar[Pr(CE 
= d,s cause mjslS,)], as opposed to Bayesian conditioning- 
Mau[Pt-(HIS,)], and the explanation must also satisfy minimality, irredun- 
dancy, and relevancy. 
Further research on finding the most probable composite hypotheses 
should also be exemplified by the algorithms developed by Pearl [5] and 
Cooper [19], of which details were thoroughly discussed in Chapter 8 of 
[21], and the algorithm by Shimony and Chamiak [17]. Pearl’s algorithm [5] 
on finding the most probable composite hypothesis in a singly connected 
network is based on the propagation of the maximum probability values 
through a set of causal and diagnostic functions associated with the nodes 
in a network. The product of these probability values results in a joint 
probability that is proportional to the posterior likelihood of the most 
probable composite hypothesis. Once the most probable composite hy- 
pothesis is found, the second most probable composite hypothesis is 
deduced from masking one term at a time in the course of propagation 
which constitutes the most probable composite hypothesis.3 Unfortunately, 
the structure of Pearl’s propagation, as was pointed out by Neapolitan [21], 
was unable to support further derivation of the next few most probable 
composite hypotheses. In contrast to Pearl’s approach, Cooper tackled the 
MPE problem by imposing the constraints that the variables in the local 
composite hypothesis set are: (1) binary valued, (2) mutually independent, 
and (3) for each variable x in the local composite hypothesis set, J+(X) I 
Pr(x). With these constraints, finding the most probable (local) composite 
hypotheses could be formulated as a search problem, and an incremental 
3As a matter of fact, our algorithm is inspired by this idea. 
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search based on the best-first strategy with branch and bound pruning can 
be applied. One of the limitations of this approach is that the search 
complexity can grow exponentially with an extra propositional variable 
added in each level of the incremental search in approaching the desired 
(local) composite hypotheses. Another approach taken by Shimony and 
Charniak [17] is similar to Cooper’s in that the MPE is formulated as a 
search problem, but no restriction is imposed on the probability distribu- 
tions. The basic idea of Shimony and Charniak is to transform a Bayesian 
network into a Weighted Boolean Function Directed Acyclic Graph 
(WBFDAG) that permits the application of the best-first search strategy. 
Although the time complexity is showed to be linear with respect to the 
size of a graph, the spatial complexity in terms of number of nodes is 
exponentially increased in the course of converting the Bayesian networks 
into WBFDAGs. 
Finding the total order of composite hypotheses is NP-hard due to the 
exponential increase in the number of composite hypotheses that depends 
on the number of non-evidence variables [22, 231. In most cases, we are 
interested in only the most probable, or the few most probable hypotheses. 
In this paper, we will present a recurrence local computation method that 
can efficiently identify and order the few most probable composite hy- 
potheses in a singly connected network. 
4. LOCAL PROPAGATION OF LOOK-AHEAD MESSAGE STREAM 
Referring to Fig. 1, the joint probability distribution of the network is: 
Pr ( a bcdefghij) 
= Pr(a)Pr(bla)Pr(clb)Pr(d)Pr(elcd)Pr(flb) 
Wglf )Whlg)Pr(WPr( j) 
In this paper each probability term on the right hand side will be 
referred to as a local probability term. It is noted that each local probability 
term corresponds to a node in the network. That is, Pr(a> for node 
a ,. . ., Pr(elcd) for node e,. . ., Pr(iljj) for node i, and Pr(j) for node j. 
Let’s suppose we are interested in finding the most probable composite 
hypothesis when there is no observation (ie, S, = 0 and the corresponding 
Pr(*) = Max[ Pr(abcdefghij)]). This is equivalent to finding the optimal 
setting for each node such that the product of the local probability terms 
yields the largest value. 
In an extreme case when all variables are independent to each other (ie, 
none of the nodes are connected together), the optimal setting will be the 
one that corresponds to the maximum of each local probability. This is 
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because Max[ Pr(ab . . . j>] = Max[ Pr(a)]Max[ Pr(b)] . . . Ma.x[ Pr(j>]. The 
complexity of such an extreme case is a linear combination of the complex- 
ity of finding the maximum of each local probability term. In dealing with 
an interconnected network such as the one in Fig. 1, we can imagine that 
each node in a network acts as a local messenger to receive and send 
information to its neighboring nodes. In order to determine the directional 
flow of information, a root node must be designated. A natural choice 
would be one of the root nodes4 in a network. Let’s suppose we choose 
node a as our designated root node that serves as an absorption center. 
The flow of information from each node is directed toward the designated 
root node. For example, the message streams that carry information about 
all the nodes in Fig. 1 are propagated towards node a via three different 
paths; namely, one through the path d + e + c + b + a, another one 
through h -+ g --) f -+ b + a, and the last one through j + i + f -+ b + 
a. 
Consider the simple network shown in Fig. 3 where the message stream 
goes from h to g to f. Note that Prtfgh) = Pr(f)Pr(glf)Pr(hlg). Let’s 
suppose we are going to consider the local probability terms in a bottom-up 
fashion tie, consistent with the direction of message flow). In a binary case, 
we know that the optimal local probability term of Pr(hlg) must be either 
Ma.x,[Pr(hlG)] or Max,[ Pr(hlc)]. This is because node h receives no 
incoming messages and looks ahead to anticipate that g can only be G or 
c. Therefore, the only important information that node g should receive 
from h is Max,[Pr(hlG)] and Mux,[Pr(hlG)]. Let’s denote the message 
stream passed to node g from h in Fig. 3 to be M,, _ . Then M,, _ g will be 
in a form of a vector: Mh --t g = KArgMar,I,[Pr~hlG)l Max,,[Pr(hlG)l) 
(ArgMau,,~Pr(hl~) M.zx,[Pr(hl~)])l. To extend the consideration to mul- 
Figure 3. Simple singly connected network. 
‘As a matter of fact, our algorithm is inspired by this idea. 
4A root node is a node without parents such as nodes u, d, and j in Fig. 1. 
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tivalued variables, M,, _ g = [m), _ c, mfi _ c . . . mf, _ G ] for {G, G, . . . 
G,J = a set of possible states of the propositional variable g; where 
I 
ml, + C, = (ArgMau,,,,[Pr(hlG,)] Mu~,(Pr(hlG~)]), and the superscript “1” 
indicates the “first” round of message propagation from h to g. Note that 
the first part of m), _ G, contains information about the value of the 
propositional variable, h, given G,. The second part contains the informa- 
tion about the probability value of its argument-the propositional vari- 
ables h and g. For the sake of discussion, we will abbreviate 
@MU,,, [Pr(hIGi)I as Arg[mJ, _ c I, and Mar,,[Pr(hlGi)] as Vul[mt, _ c I. 
In considering the message strea’m that g sends to f, it is necessary to 
incorporate the message stream M,, _ fi with Arg[mL _ ,] and Vuf[mh -/] 
for the composition of Mh’ _ /. A convolution operation, @, and a Belief 
matrix are defined for this purpose. 
DEFINITION 1 GiLlen M, _ ~ = [m),, x, rn:, x, . . . m),, X 1, and 
Pr(x1J.J = [Pr(xlul,). . . Pr(xlvk,)] (where each uiI is an instantation of 
J,>, the convolution of M, _ + with Pr(xlJ,) is defined as the product of 
euery single term in Pr(xl J,, > with a consistent Vul[ m f, _ .I in Md ~ x; where 
J, is the set of immediate parent nodes of x. Pr(xl J,) and Val[mi _ .I are 
consistent with each other if the LIalue of x in Arg[ rn:, _ .] is the same as the 
value of x in Pr(xlJ,). 
DEFINITION 2 A Belief Matrix of Q node x, Be/(x), is defined as the 
convolution of all Md, --) x with Pr(xl J,)-Md, _ x 8 M,? _ x Q . . . @ Md,, _ x 
@ Pr(xl J,>; where d, is a node that propagate Md, _ x to x for i = 1. . . w. 
To illustrate the definitions of convolution and belief matrix, let’s 
suppose 
M /r-g = [mL, mh] = [( HG 0.6) (HG 0.8)] and 
(GF 0.3) (GF 0.45) 
(GF 0.7) (t% 0.55) 1 
then 
M h+g @ Pr(glf) = 
(HGF 0.18) (HGF 0.27) 
(H?% 0.56) (HcF 0.44) 1 
Remark: It is not critical whether Pr(glf) is listed in the form of a 
matrix (as shown in the example) or a vector (as shown in Definition 1) 
because only the relevant terms are multiplied, and the convolution 
operation is not a standard vector-matrix multiplication operation. 
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With these two definitions, IV-~ can be formulated as 
Mux,[Bel(gIF) Bel(glF)]; ie, Mgdf = [(HGF 0.56)CHcF 0.44)]. Lemma 1 
summarizes the formulation of a message stream Mb+,,: 
LEMMA 1 A message stream that a node ‘b’ propagates to a node ‘a’ is 
defined as 
Max,[ Bef( 61 A,) . . . Bef( bl A,,)] 
M 
if a is an immediate parent of 6; 
b+o = Ma.x[Bef(B,)...Bef(B,)] 
if b is an immediate parent of a; 
where 
Bel(b) =M,,,,~...eM,I,bsPr(blp,...P,) 
d , . . . d, are the immediate descendent nodes of b, and p, . . . p, are the 
immediate ascendent nodes of b, and Ma.x,[ Bef(bl A, 1. . . Bef(bl A,,)] is a 
vector in which each element is the largest value of the belief matrix 
Bef(b) on a possible given instantiation of a. Max[ Bef( B,) . . . Bef(B,)] is a 
vector in which each element is the largest value of the belief matrix 
Bef(b) on a possible instantiation of b. 
Remark: If node b is a root node, Mb -) (I is simply [(B, Pr 
@,I)...@, Pr(B,))l. 
With Lemma 1, we can realize that the most probable composite 
hypothesis is in ArgMa..x,,[ Bef(R,) . . . Bef(R,)]; where Rjs are the possible 
states of the designated root node r. The correctness of this realization can 
be urged as follows: along the propagation of a message stream, the local 
probability terms of all the descendent nodes of x are multiplied together. 
The optimum setting for a node x is based on the local maximum of the 
product of all probability terms reflected on Bef(x). Because this local 
maximum depends only on the nodes that a message stream traverses as is 
stated in Lemma 1,’ the optimum setting with respect to the local maxi- 
mum is consistent with the global maximum. In other words, once the 
optimum setting for a node is found along the propagation of a message 
stream, this setting also corresponds to the one for the most probable 
‘Note that this is only true on singly connected networks. 
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composite hypothesis. By the time that all message streams reach the 
designated root node, the setting of every propositional variable for the 
most probable composite hypothesis is ready. A rigorous proof will be 
presented under theorem 2 in Section 6. 
There are two important observations about this message passing scheme. 
First, the amount of information propagated in a message stream-thus 
the complexity of a local computation-is proportional to the size of the 
conditional probability table of a node. Consequently, finding the most 
probable composite hypothesis is a linear combination of the longest path 
of the propagation of a message stream and the size of the conditional 
probability table of a node in a network. This is consistent with the 
previous finding reported in [lo]. Second, the message streams propagated 
via different paths can be processed in parallel. For example, the message 
streams propagated via the paths d + e * c --f b, h -+ g + f, and i * i 
+ f in Fig. 1 can all be processed simultaneously. 
The intention of this work is not to duplicate previous effort on finding 
the most probable composite hypothesis; the major focus is to extend our 
formulation to finding the partial ordering of the few most probable 
composite hypotheses. Such an extension will be discussed in the next two 
sections. 
5. PARTIAL ORDERING OF COMPOSITE HYPOTHESES 
The objective of deriving the partial ordering of composite hypotheses, 
His, is to rank His based on Pr(H,IS,); where S, is an observation. For 
example, suppose S, = BCE for the network shown in Fig. 1, the ---- - 
four largest Pr(HilS,) are ZMDFGHZJIABCE) = 0.1077 2 -- 
Pr(DFGHZJI/tfBCE) = 0.0984 > Z+(DFG~?IL&CE) = 0.0561 2 - --- - 
Pr(DFGHZJI ABCE) = 0.05386. The partial ordering of the four most --- -- 
probable composite hypotheses are DFGHZJ 2 DFGHZJ 2 DFGm.f 2 - --- 
DFGHZJ. 
Let’s first consider a five-node network in which all variables are 
independent to each other. That is, ZWabcde) = Pr(a)Pr(b) 
Pr(cPr(d)Pr(e). To obtain the most probable composite hypothesis with 
S, = 0, we need to find the maximum of each local probability term as 
discussed previously. To locate the second most probable composite hy- 
pothesis, we need to consider all (except one) local probability terms to be 
the largest, and the remaining one to be the second largest. The possible 
second most probable composite hypotheses are listed in the second level 
of the tree shown in Table 1; where, for example, 2, refers to the 
instantiation of variable c such that Pr(c) is the second largest. In 
considering the third largest, it will be either one of the settings in the 
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Table 1. A Tree Elaboration of the Settings of 5 Variables 
l.lblCldL 
second level excluding the one being the second most probable composite 
hypothesis, or a setting with all (except one) local probability terms being 
the largest and the remaining one being the third largest. To expand the 
discussion to include a typical case such as Fig. 1 where the variables are 
not all independent, there are two crucial issues to consider: (1) the 
dependency constraints that impose the processing sequence of the local 
probability terms, and (2) the consistency of the local probability settings 
that requires deeper consideration beyond just the largest local probability 
terms for the most probable composite hypothesis. For example, we can 
have Pr(GIF) as being the largest among Pt-(glf) in Fig. 3, and yet B(F) 
is the largest B(f). In this case, there is no consistent setting from the 
largest of each local probability term which corresponds to the most 
probable composite hypothesis. 
To address the first issue, it is always possible to assign a process 
sequence that satisfies the dependency constraints. One trivial way is to 
assign the process sequence according to the direction of the message 
streams propagated in a network. For example, in Fig. 1, we will first 
consider Pr(hlg) for the value(s) of h given all the possible values of g, 
then Pr(glf). Similarly, Pr(flb) will be considered on& after Pr(glf), 
thus Pr(hlg), and Pr(ilfi> are ready. To summarize the processes involved 
in Fig. 1, there are three sequential processes, listed from left to right, 
which can be conducted simultaneously. They are: (1) Md - ,M, ~ CMC ~ b, 
(2) Mh -t gA4g ~ f, and (3) Mj - iMi -) f. M,.+ ,, is formulated when (2) and 
(3) are ready. Finally, Mb -) (1 is formulated when (1) and M/, b are ready. 
To address the second issue, we shall first revisit the notion of propagat- 
ing message streams for finding the most probable composite hypothesis. 
Referring to Lemma 1, a message stream being propagated from a node x 
along a certain path in a network will have anticipated the information 
required for its immediate parent node and also will have summarized all 
the incoming information. For example, in Fig. 3, Mh ~ g carries the 
value(s) of h such that both Mux,[Pr(hlG)] and Max,[Prl_hI~)] are 
available to g in an anticipation that g can only be either G or G. When g 
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prepares Mg -+ f, the product of Pr(hlg) and Pr(g]f) is considered. Note 
that the largest of Pr(h(g)Pr(glf) will have included one of the 
I/ah;, -t 6 Is (ie, Mau,,[ Pr(hlG)] or Mar,[ Pr(hlG)]), and as a matter of fact, 
M g _ / carries the largest Pr(hglf) for all the possible values of f. Because 
the largest Pr(fgh) equals Pr(hglf)Pr(f), Mg -/ and Pr(f) is the suffi- 
cient information to derive the most probable composite hypothesis. At 
this stage, let’s call this aforementioned process as one complete iteration. 
A message stream involved in this initial iteration is denoted by M.j --) y, 
where the superscript indicates the first iteration. 
Now we are ready to extend the discussion to finding the second, and the 
next few most probable composite hypotheses. Let’s suppose the most 
probable composite hypothesis in Fig. 3 is F??H. The corresponding 
mk,c, mb+ F, and rn: are flagged to indicate that Arg[mL --t cl, 
A&m&, F], and &[mb] are consumed in the derivation of a composite 
hypothesis. One way to flag those &[.I is to associate each node, X, with 
a stack, Uj; where the superscript i indicates the ith iteration. For 
example, after one iteration lJi = {m;, c), Ug2 = {m&, F], and U/’ = 
{m:). In order to consider the second most probable composite hypothesis 
in the second iteration, we start from node h again. There are three 
possibilities for the value of g from h’s point of view. One is that the 
second most probable composite hypothesis has an identical value of g as 
the most probable one, and Pr(hlg) is a contributing term to the second 
most probable composite hypothesis. In this case, the second largest of 
Pr(h]G), Mux~[Pr(hlG)]6 must be included in IV,,+ g. Second is that the 
second most probable composite hypothesis has an identical value of g as 
the most probable one, but Pr(hlg) is not a contributing term. In this case, 
rnt+c in iVih+g is needed. Third is that the second most probable 
composite hypothesis is due to a new value of g. In this case, rni, -t G in 
W-g is needed. We can easily see in this simple case that ilfi_ g is 
simply Mj _ g (ie, [_mfi -+ G rn; _ G I), plus one additional piece of informa- 
tion--Mar~[Bel(hIG)]. In a genera1 case, this additional peice of informa- 
tion can be represented by iVar~[Bel(h]g,,;)]. g,; is the value of g in 
&I& --t 8U2,,] such that the exclusion of mj, ~ gUZh from IV; -t g will leave 
no information about g,;. Mathematically, we can formally define g,,l, as 
fo1lows: 
DEFINITION 3 The ualue, gUi, of a variable ‘g ’ concerning the propagation 
of a message stream, IV: --t g, from ‘h’ to ‘g’ in the ‘i’ iteration is defined as: 
6We will use Mar’ to denote the ith largest. 
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For example, suppose Vi = {m!,., _ c rn& C rnb ~ Jr then 
Arg,[U,4] = {G c). 
If 
then 
Mi,o - r/i = {mk,, rn$_o} - U,,! 
= {m$+o}, and 
In this case, g,,: = {g: M,;‘, Arg Lu:, - U: = 0) = ??. 
Notice that the information ;n ihe message streams of successive itera- 
tions differs by only one piece of information. We can summarize this 
important observation in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2 A message stream Mi --t (I for the ith iteration requires at most 
one more piece of information than the previous iteration. The relationship 
between the message stream of successive iterations can be defined recur- 
sioely as follow: 
For i = 1 
Max,[Bel,(bIA,) . . . Bef,(blA,)] 
M’ 
if a is an immediate parent of 6; 
b+a = Max[ Bel,( B,) . . . Bel,( B,)] 
if b is an immediate parent of a; 
where Vi = 0 
Mj,,, @ . . . @ M;,,, @ f’r(bla,p, . ..Pp) 
Be’db) = if a is an immediate parent of b; M’ 
PI-~ 
8 ... @Ml 
Pkeb @ pr(blpl...Pp) 
if b is an immediate parent of a; 
Fori > 1 
I ML:‘, U ArgMa.$[ Bel,( bla,,;)] W,. = if a is an immediate parent of 6; Md:;‘, u ArgMarL [ Be/,( b, )] if b is an immediate parent of a; 
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Remark: A subscript is introduced for Be1 whose purpose is the same as 
the superscript of a message stream Mi --) (1 to indicate the ith iteration. 
THEOREM 1 The size of a message stream grows at most incrementally 
with the number of iterations. 
Proof A direct consequence of Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 
In the next section we will formulate the algorithm that derives the 
partial ordering of the few most probable composite hypotheses. 
6. RECURRENCE LOCAL COMPUTATION APPROACH 
Before the discussion of the recurrence local computation approach for 
the derivation of composite hypotheses, there is an important characteris- 
tic about the completeness of both Mb _ (1 and Bet(b) in Lemma 1 to be 
noted. It is summarized in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2 The message stream that ‘b’ propagates to ‘a’ in the ith 
iteration, 
canies sufficient and complete information for the derivation of the 
$Ta; largest Pr(plIJ > . . . 
PrCdmIbJ,,); where pl, p”; 
Pr(pnIJ,,)Pr(blJ,)Pr(dllbJ,,) . . . 
, . . . , pn are the parent nodes of ‘b’, and 
dl, d2,. . . , dm are the daughter nodes of ‘b’. 
Proof Without the loss of generality, let’s suppose pl, ~2,. . . , pn and 
dl, d2,. . . , dm form two paths to propagate message streams to b’ ie, 
Pl +p2 --, . . . --) pn + b (ie, JPT = P, for T > 1) and dl + . . . --f dm 
-+ b (ie, JdT = d(i + 1) and Pr(dT/bJ,,) = Pr(dT/J,,). 
When i = 1, A4j, _ p2 carries Pr(p1) for pl = all possible values of pl, 
Md2+p3 carries Ma.xp,[Pr(pl)Pr(p2]Jp,)] for every possible value of 
p2, and so forth according to Lemma 2. When the message stream 
carrying all pi reaches 6, we have Max[Pr(pl)Pr(p21Jp,). . . 
Pr(pn(J,,)Pr(b(J,)]. Similarly, Mj, --) d2 carries Max,,[Pr(dllJ,,)l for ev- 
ery possible value of d2, kL+ d3 carries 
Mau,,[Pr(dllJ,,)Pr(d2IJ,,)] for every possible value of d3, and so forth 
according to Lemma 2. When the message streams carrying all di reach b 
and combined with all pi, we get, in a general form, 
Max[Pr(pllJ,,). . . Pr(pn]Jp,)Pr(blJ,)Pr(dlIJ,,). . . PrCdmlJ d,>l for every 
possible value of b. From here we can see that one of the MarJ*l must be 
the largest of Max[Pr(pn]J,,)... Pr(dlIJ,,)... Pr(blJ,)]. 
‘It is always possible to do so by recursively considering a subnetwork in which all pis and 
dis are conditionally independent with respect to “b,” and treat the subnetwork as a special 
node in the original network. 
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When i = 2, M,f, _ Pz carries the information of M,:, _ ,,z, plus one 
additional term Bel(pl,,;,). We note that one of the terms in ML, --t ,,*, or 
the new term being introduced according to Lemma 2 must be the second 
largest, because any other settings not included will definitely be less than 
the largest one, and at least one term in M,:, _ ,,*, thus it can at most be 
the third largest, which can never be the second largest. Applying a similar 
argument through the propagation of the message streams about pi and 
di, and inductively following the same line of reasoning over i, we will find 
that ML,, carries sufficient and complete information for the derivation 
of the first i largest Pr(plJJ,J,). . . Pr(pnlJ,,,,)Pr(blJ,)Pr(dllbJ,,) 
. . . PrCdmIbJ,,, 1. Q.E.D. 
Using theorem 2, a straightfonvard manner of applying the idea of 
propagating message streams for the derivation of composite hypotheses 
will be to identify (1) a designated root node and (2) the propagation path 
for message passing. In Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we see that the amount 
of information carried in Mh+ a, thus the local computational load, is 
linearly proportional to the number of iterations, thus the length of the 
partial ordering. In addition, the size of a message propagated from a node 
nj to a node nil is at most the number of states of nj-if nj is an 
immediate parent node of n,-and is at most the number of states of nj 
otherwise. Although the complexity of the convolution operation seems to 
grow exponentially with the number of messages merged in a node, it turns 
out to be a linear order-with a scaling proportionality equal to the 
maximum number of states among the nodes that communicate via mes- 
sage streams. This is so because the convolution operation imposes the 
constraint that only consistent terms are combined through multiplication. 
This observation can be summarized in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3 The time complexity of a convolution operation in a node is in a 
linear order with respect to the number of messages, e, to the node and the 
size of the conditional probability table of the node, p. 
Proof Because the size of each message to a node n; - m, is at most 
equal to the number of states of n;, m is always less than or equal to p. 
The number of multiplications in the convolution operation is at most ep 
because only the “like” terms are multiplied. Q.E.D. 
The formulation discussed so far, however, is not an optimal solution for 
the derivation of partial ordering yet. The complexity can be further 
reduced from a second order reasoning of the relative magnitudes of the 
probability terms. 
Let’s consider ML = [(D, 0.7)(0, 0.3)(0, OS)]; where D;s are the 
composite hypotheses derived in a designated root node. We can easily see 
that D, is the most probable composite hypothesis. In addition, D, is a 
potential second most probable composite hypothesis. It is clear that 0.7 
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(from &CD,)) is the upper bound of the probability value of the second 
most probable composite hypothesis. But from &CD,) = 0.5, we also 
know that the probability value of the second most probable composite 
hypothesis must be at least equal to 0.5. To extend this to a general case, 
we can define a rejection threshold as in definition 4 to determine whether 
the introduction of the additional term, ArgMaxb[Bel,(blaug)] or 
ArgMau~[Bdi(b~~)l, in Lemma 2 is necessary at each level of local compu- 
tation. This result is summarized in Lemma 4. 
DEFINITION 4 A rejection threshold, Ri for the ith iteration is defined as 
Ma&[ Bel, _ ,(d)]/Maxi; ’ [Bel,- ,(d)l; where i > 1, and d is the combina- 
tion of the variables for a composite hypothesis. 
LEMMA 4 A second order reasoning using Ri can be realized as a 
condition test to determine, at any level of local computation about 
Bel, whether the introduction of ArgMaxi[ Beli(blav6)] or 
AtgMax$ Beli(bvi;)] in Lemma 2 is necessary. The additional term, 
AtgMaxb[ Bel,(blav,:)] or AtgMax~[Bel,(b,,,:)]will be introduced ONLY IF 
one of the following cases is true: 
CASE 1: a is an immediate parent of b and 
Mu$,[ Bel,( blavL)] 
Max;-‘[ Bel,(blav;)] ’ Ri’ Or 
CASE 2: b is an immediate parent of a and 
Mux~[ Beli( bv;)] 
Maxi- ’ [ Bel,( bv;)] > Ri’ 
By combining the results obtained from Lemma 2, Lemma 4, and 
Theorem 1, the recurrence local computation algorithm for the derivation 
of a partial ordering of the most probable composite hypotheses can be 
described as follows: 
STEP 1: 
Define 1 + length of partial ordering (ie, number of most probable 
composite hypotheses to be sought). 
STEP 2: 
Designate a “root” node as an absorption center, identify the settings 
for the evidence variables in S,, and identify the paths for the propagation 
of message streams. 
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STEP 3: 
Initialize the iteration count, i = 1, rejection ratio Rj = 0, and ui = 0 
for all the non-evidence nodes x in a network. 
STEP 4: (Loop starts here-composing message streams) 
Compose Mi ~ a,S, using Lemma 4; ie, 
I 
~~~‘o,s, U ArgMax6 [ Bel,( l&S,, u,)] 
M’ b + olS, = if case 1 or 2 is true; 
Mi 2o,s, otherwise; 
where 
CASE 1: a is an immediate parent of b and 
CASE 2: b is an immediate parent of a and 
Maub[Beli(b,;IS,)]/Mau~-‘[Beli(b,;IS,)] 2 Ri 
STEP 5: (Deriving composite hypothesis) 
Identify the setting of the composite hypothesis with the largest Pr(HilS,) 
in the designated root node. 
STEP 6: (Updating parameters) 
Update all Uis. Re-estimate a better bound of R if a lower bound is still 
available, otherwise arbitrary choose a safe lower bound and recompute R. 
Increment the iteration count i. 
STEP 7: 
Repeat steps 4 to 7 until i reaches 1. 
The pseudocode of a sequential version of the algorithm is shown in the 
Appendix, and the time complexity of the algorithm is discussed in theo- 
rem 3. 
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THEOREM 3 The time complexity of the recurrence local computation 
method shown above is in an order O(lkn) when parallel processing is 
permitted; where 1 is the length of a partial order, k the length of the longest 
path in a network, and n the maximum number of node states-defined as 
the product of the size of the conditional probability table of a node and the 
number of incoming messages towards the node. 
Proof First, we noted that the algorithm is based on the propagation of 
quantitative vector streams in a feed-forward manner to a designated 
“root” node in a network. In one complete iteration of propagating the 
vector streams to the “root” node, one composite hypothesis of the 
ordering can be identified. To obtain the 1 most probable composite 
hypotheses, 1 iterations will be needed. 
When parallel processing is permitted, the amount of time required for 
each iteration will be at most the amount of time required for the 
convolution operations in the longest path (ie, length k stated in the 
theorem). Because the node states is the worst case of the time complexity 
of one convolution operation (see Lemma 31, the time complexity for one 
iteration is O(kn), and for 1 iterations, the time complexity is OUkn). 
Q.E.D. 
7. EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATION 
To illustrate the recurrence local computation algorithm, we will make 
use of the Bayesian network shown in Fig. 1. Let’s assume the observation 
S, = FH, and the query to the system is the first three composite hypothe- 
ses that are most probable with respect to Pr(abcdegijlFH). Note that 
Pr(abcdegij]Ffi) = [l/Pr(Ffi>]Pr(abcdeFg%j); where l/Pr(FH) is a con- 
stant. The partial ordering of Pr(abcdegijl Fp)s is identical to the ordering 
of Pr(abcdeFg&)s. Indeed Pr(abcdeFg%j) is a scaled version of 
Pr(abcdegijlF~) with scaling factor l/Pr(Ffi). Therefore, we can derive 
the three most probable composite hypotheses (given S, = Fp) from 
Pr(abcdeFgaij) without actually knowing the value of l/Pr(Ffi). Of 
course, the value of l/Pr(Fff) must be known in order to obtain the 
quantitative values of Pr(abcdegij]Ffl)s. In this example, we assume the 
quantitative values of Pr(abcdegijJFfi)s are of no interest to us. 
Referring to the algorithm in the previous section, we first initialize the 
appropriate parameters. They are: S, = FE, length of partial ordering 
1 = 3, iteration count i = 1, rejection ratio R, = 0, and U,’ = 0 for 
x E {a, b, c, d, e, g, i, j}. We also select node a as the absorption center (ie, 
the designated root node), and follow the thick arrows in Fig. 1 to define 
the direction of propagation. 
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Table 2. Probabilistic Knowledge of Fig. 1 
P&4) = 0.2 Pr(D) = 0.6 k+(J) = 0.54 
Pr(BIA) = 0.7 Pr(BILa = 0.1 Pr(CIB) = 0.1 Pr(CIB) = 0.7 
PdEICD) = 0.4 Pr(EIcD) = 0.65 Pr(EICD) = 0.3 Pr(EICD) = 0.45 
Pr(FIB) = 0.82 Pr(F(B) = 0.6 Pr(GIF) = 0.32 Pr(GIF) = 0.6 
Pr(HlG) = 0.22 Pr(HliT) = 0.3 
Pr(lJFJ) = 0.3 Pr(llFj) = 0.1 Pr(llFJ;J) = 0.6 Pr(llH:j) = 0.2 
Pr(abcdefghij) 
= Pr(a)~r(bla)Pr(clb)Pr(d)Pr(elcd)Pr(flb)P(j) 
Starting from nodes d, h, and j, the belief matrices and initial message 
streams can be derived directly from the probabilistic information in 
Table 2: 
lJ; = 0 
Bef,( dlS,) = Pr(dlS,) = [(D 0.6) (D 0.4)] 
W&s< = [(D 0.6) @ 0.4)1 
Lr; = 0 
-- 
Be/,( MS,) = Pr( hlg, S,) = [ (GH 0.78) (GH 0.7)] 
= [(Gp 0.78) (i% 0.7)] 
q’ =0 
Bel,(jlS,) = Pr(jlS,) = [(J 0.54) (7 0.46)] 
M;,;,~, = [(J 0.54)(.f 0.46)] 
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When node d propagates the message streams to e, h to g, and j to i, 
we obtain: 
u,’ = 0 
Be/,( G,) 
= w;- elS, c3 Pr( elk, S,) 




(ECD 0.4) (EZ;D 0.65) @CD 0.6) (ECD 0.35) 
-- -- 
(ECD 0.3) (Em 0.45) (ECD 0.7) (ECD 0.55) 1 
-- 




(ECD 0.12) (Em 0.18) (ECD 0.28) (ECD 0.22) 1 
M;+c,s, = [(ECD 0.39)(ECD 0.36)] 
u,' = 0 
Remark: Pr(glF, S,) and Bef,(glF, S,) are don’t care terms because f 
is instantiated to be F in S,. 
M~+fls, = M~~[BelI(df7S,)1 
-- = [(GHF 0.476)] 
y' = 0 
Bef,( iIS,) = Mi- ils, @ Pr( ilfi, S,) 
= [(J 0.54) (j 0.46)] 
[ 
(ZFJ 0.3) (jFJ 0.7) 
@ (ZFjO.l) (TF? 0.9) 1 
(ZFJ 0.162) (jFJ 0.378) = 
(ZFJ 0.046) (jFj 0.414) 1 Mi’+ /IS, = [ (Fij 0.414)] 
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Note that at this stage node b is idle and has to wait the message stream 
from f. When the message streams from node g and i reach f, we are 
ready to construct the message stream IV/‘+ h,Y . . < 
u; = 0 
Bef,(flS,) = M~+Jl.s, @ Mi’,fI.s, @ fWfb,&) 
-- = [ (GHF 0.476)] [ ( FiJ 0.414)] [( FB 0.82) ( FE 0.6)] 
= [ (BFET. 0.16159) (i%?i%jF 0.11823)] 
M/‘- h,S, = [ (BFmjj 0.16159) (i%%jjF 0.11823)] 
Following similar procedure, we can compute M:-. h,S,, and thus Mj _ U,s, 
as below: 
At node a, 
u,’ = 0 
Be/,( aIS,) = Mi + u,.s, @ Pr( aIS,) 
= [ ( ABCDEF~~~.? 0.00794) ( ~i-?CDEF~~~.f 0.02 144)] 
= MJ,.s* 
The most probable composite hypothesis can now easily be derived from 
M,‘,,<,. That is, given the observation S,= Fff, the most probable compos- - ---- ---- - 
ite hypothesis is ABCDEGIJ and Pr(ABCDEGIJI FH) = O.O2144/Pr(F~). 
Before we start the second iteration to derive the second most probable 
composite hypothesis, we first update the following parameters accord- 
ingly: 
0.00794 
Iteration count i = 2, R, = - = 0.37 (definition 4) 
0.02144 
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---- 
Given H* = ABCDEGIJ 
L$ = {(D 0.6)) u/,’ = {( HG 0.7)} y2 = {(If3 0.414)) 
U; = (( ECD 0.36)} 
-- 
U; = {( GHF 0.476)) 
u,’ = {(&DE 0.252)) U; = (( f%i%J 0.11823)) 
U,f = { ( ABCDEFcfljj 0.0268)) 
Starting from nodes d, h, and j again, because there is only one possible 
Pr(d) for d = D and Pr( j) for j = 1, Mj+ e,S, = Mj+ e,S,, and IV,‘- ;,.r, = 
IV;, i,S,. In addition, because S, indicates that h = H, there is no second 
largest term of Pr(hlf?) other than the only one that has already been 
included in A4,!-, g,S . Because of this, the examination of rejection ratio 
can be avoided and’ M,:, g,S = M,f _ g,S . However, we generally have to 
use rejection ratio to examine the necess>ty of introducing a new term into 
a message stream. In considering M:_ c,s,, note that: 
ML c,s, = if 
/ 
Ma,Z[ Bel2(eL cu:)] , R _ o 37 
A4ux~[Bef2(elS,,cu~)] - ’ - * 
\ Ma + CIS, otherwise; 
Because U,’ = ((&D 0.36)1, we get C”Z = C (definition 3), and the 
second largest of Bel,(elS,,C), Mu.$[*] = b.28 (from P&lCD) = 0.28). 
As M.zx~[~] = 0.36 (from Pr(EICD) = 0.361, 0.28/0.36 2 R, = 0.37. 
Therefore, 
w-l CIS, = [ ( CDi? 0.36) (CDE 0.28) (CDE 0.39)] 
Because now M,“+ + differs from h4:, c,S ,Bel,(clS,) has to be com- 
puted due to the incluscon of the new term (dDE 0.28). This can be easily 
done by incorporating Be/,(@,) with [(CBE 0.28)) 8 [(CB 0.1) (CE 0.7)]. 
By adding the results of the convolution, 
( &.BD 0.036) ( ECDB 0.252) 
- -- 
(,?CB~ 0.028) (ECDB 0.196) 
-- 
(Et?BD 0.351) (ECDB 0.117) I 
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Following similar procedures for g + f, i -+ f, f + b, c ---) b, and b + a, 
we will get 
---- 
( ABCDEFGHIJ 0.00794) 
Be/,( uIS,) = 
- ---- 
( XWDEFGHIJ 0.02144) 
- --- 
(XWDEFGHIJ 0.019587) 
Now we obtain the second most probable composite hypotheses as --- 
BCDEGIJ. By updating the appropriate parameters accordingly, we get: 
Iteration count i = 3, R, = 0.00794/0.019587 = 0.4054 (Note that R, 
2 R,) ---- 
Given BCDEGIJ and ABC’DEGjJ as the two most probable compos- 
ite hypotheses, 
Ud’ = ((0 0.6)) U,; = {(i% 0.7)} lJ3 = {( TFj 0.414)} 
U,’ = {(i&D 0.36)) Ug’ = {( GHF 0.476)) 
U,’ = {( BCDE 0.252)} U/’ = (( F&?H?J 0.1823) (F%iRrJ 0.108)) 
u; = (( ABcDEFGJ 0.0268) (ABcDEF~~~J 0.024484)) 
Note that U/” and U; are different from U/’ and Ui. By going through 
similar procedures as discussed previously, 
Bel,( aIS,) = 
---- 
( ABCDEFGHIJ 0.00794) 
- --- 
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Now the system is ready to supply an answer to the query about the 
three most probable composite hypotheses as below: 
Rank 
Most probable 









Third most probable 
-- ----_ 
A BCDEGIJ O.O16684/Pr( Ffl) 
It is interesting to note that only 29 multiplications are involved in 
deriving the most probable composite hypothesis, 12 extra multiplications 
to locate the second most probable composite hypothesis, and 6 additional 
to identify the third most probable one, or a total of 47 multiplications for 
the three most probable composite hypotheses. 
8. SCOPE OF RECURRENCE LOCAL COMPUTATION AND 
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 
From our previous discussion and the example illustrated in section 7, 
there is only feed-forward propagation of message streams towards a 
designated root node. Only one designated root node acts as an absorption 
center and no back propagation is involved. This differs from other local 
computation approaches [5, 183. It is noted that if more than one absorp- 
tion center is allowed, back propagation of local computation is necessary 
to ensure an equilibrium state in which the settings of all variables are 
consistent. The major reason that this recurrence local computation can 
avoid back propagation is that the propagation of message streams is 
forced towards one and only one absorption center in a unique path. In 
addition, the information being propagated in a message stream is exhaus- 
tive and complete as discussed in theorem 2. This guarantees consistency 
per iteration, thus convergence, because no inconsistency or back propaga- 
tion is involved. 
This approach, however, renders a major limitation as other local 
computational approaches do. It works only on singly connected networks. 
In terms of the classes of problems to which this approach can be applied, 
any Bayesian network whose topological structure is a subclass of singly 
connected network falls into the category. One obvious class will be 
tree-structured Bayesian networks. If we consider the classes of Bayesian 
networks in a hierarchy that tree-structured networks L singly connected 
networks G multiply connected networks, the scope of the classes of 
problems being covered by this recurrence local computation approach is 
rather limited. Two research avenues can be taken to deal with this 
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limitation. One is to focus on the possible transformation of a multiply 
connected network into a singly connected network. Second is to focus on 
the development of alternative heuristic and local computational ap- 
proaches to deal with other classes of networks that are not covered under 
singly connected networks. If this second avenue is taken, not only has the 
development of alternative approach to be focused, but the categorization 
of the networks to which the alternative approach can be applied is equally 
important. The development of an alternative local computation approach 
is underway, and an attempt of classifying Bayesian networks on which this 
alternative approach can be applied is also initiated. 
Regarding the expressiveness of the conclusion derived from this recur- 
rence local computation approach, we found that the conclusion can be 
considered as the lower bound of any query made to a Bayesian network. 
Consider a query about nodes d, c, and i in Fig. 1 is made given the 
observation S,, = ,&BH (ie, Pr(dcilS, = x&f)), the local computational 
approaches elsewhere [5,11,24] can be used to compute Pr(dlS,), PrCclS,), 
Pr(ilS,), and the upper bound of ENS,) (in this case, the upper bound is 
Min[ Pr( 3 B-(B) Pr( H)] 2 Pr(S,)). In addition, this recurrence local 
computation approach can be used to compute M&i, efgiilSi,)s. One can 
easily see that Min[Pr(dlS,) Pr(clS,) Pr(i]S,)] and Mux[ZWdci, e&jlS,)] 
serve as the upper and lower bound of Pr(dcilS,) respectively; ie, 
Min[Pr(dlS,) Pr(clS,) Pr(ilS,)] r PrCdcilS,) 2 Mux[Pr(dci, efg~lS,)l. Al- 
though the posterior likelihood of a local composite hypothesis, X (ie, a 
nonexhaustive instantiation of non-evidence variables), MXIS,), can be 
efficiently computed in time that is linear in the size of the belief network, 
the upper and lower bounds of Pr(XIS,) are available at no added cost 
when the likelihoods of the corresponding simple hypothesis (S) and 
composite hypothesis (HI, Pr(SIS,) and Pr(H]S,), are available. This 
provides an “opportunistic” derivation of the partial ordering of local 
composite hypotheses whose details are beyond the scope of this paper 
and readers are referred to [25]. 
9. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLY CONNECTED NETWORK 
As we pointed out in the previous section, the recurrence local computa- 
tion approach fails to produce the correct answer in a multiply connected 
network. One of the main reasons is that a common parent node or a 
common daughter node (such as nodes c1 and d in Fig. 2, respectively) may 
receive conflict message streams along the path(s) of propagation. For 
example, suppose the propagation is bottom-up (ie, message streams 
propagating from node d to a) and the values of b, c, and d are identified 
along the propagation of message streams. Because Pr(abcd) = 
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pr(a)pr(bla)Pr(cla)Pr(dlbc), node a may receive different values of b and 
c when the maximum of Pr(blu)Pr(dlbc) and Pr(clu)Pr(dlbc) are consid- 
ered via different paths. 
One possible way to avoid conflict information is to use the technique of 
clustering discussed in [4]. The idea of clustering is to lump variables 
together to form compound variables in such a way that the resultant 
clustering produces a singly connected network. For example, nodes b and 
c in Fig. 2 can be grouped together to form a compound variable bc such 
that Pr(bclu) = Pr(blu)Pr(clu), and Pr(dIbc) remains the same. Once we 
lump nodes b and c together, the network becomes a singly connected 
network as shown in Fig. 4. There are two important points to note about 
clustering. First, there could be more than one way to cluster variables into 
compound variables in order to get a singly connected network. For 
example, Fig. 6a and 6b are two possible transformations of Fig. 5. Second, 
the computational complexity remains the same even though an arbitrary 
network can always be transformed into a seemingly simpler network. For 
example, we can lump as many nodes together as possible to reduce the 
number of nodes in a network, thus the length of the longest path. 
However, by clustering the variables into a compound variable, the compu- 
tational load of processing the compound variable is exponentially in- 
creased. Because the computational complexity is proportional to the 
length of the longest path in a network and the maximum number of node 
states, the overall computational load in terms of the number of multipli- 
cations will still be the same. However, it is possible that certain configu- 
rations of a network with compound variables are more ejjicient than the 
others with respect to a fixed directional flow of message streams. For 
example, if we compare Fig. 6a and 6b, and assuming the propagation of 
messages are from the root nodes to the leaf node, the processing time 
a (1: 
6 C 
Figure 4. Clustering of fig. 2. 
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Figure 5. Simple multiply connected network. 
required for Fig. 6b will be less because of the symmetrical configuration. 
Because both a and b have two states, the awaiting time for the synchro- 
nization of nodes a and d in Fig. 6b will be less than the awaiting time of 
nodes ab and d in Fig. 6a. We expect that further research is necessary to 




Figure 6. (a) Clustering of fig. 5. (b) Second clustering of fig. 5. 
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10. CONCLUSION 
A recurrence local computation approach is discussed for the derivation 
of the partial ordering of the few most probable composite hypotheses. 
This approach is based on the propagation of message streams that carry 
local probability terms towards a designated root node from which the 
most probable composite hypotheses can be deduced. A simple rejection 
ratio based on second order reasoning is derived to reduce the amount of 
information being propagated in a message stream, thus reducing the 
computational load. The complexity involved in each local computation is 
linearly proportional to the size of the conditional probability table of a 
node and the amount of information in the incoming message streams. 
As is illustrated in Section 7, the recurrence local computation approach 
relies only on the values of local probability terms and their relative 
magnitude in the derivation of a partial ordering. This allows us to avoid 
the evaluation of Pr(S,).x Whenever the quantitative value of Pr(S,) is 
known, the probability values, Pr(H,IS,)s, of the most probable composite 
hypotheses can also be derived. 
There are, however, two major limitations of this recurrence local 
computation approach. First, this approach is limited to singly connected 
networks. A transformation algorithm to handle any arbitrary Bayesian 
network is required, or alternative approaches to compliment this ap- 
proach are needed. Second, in order to make use of the result of this 
approach to estimate a lower bound of any query as is discussed in section 
8, the quantitative values of Pr(H,IS,), thus MS,), must be known. In a 
non-trivial case (eg, JSel > l), we will need an efficient algorithm to 
compute Pr(S,). These two limitations lead to two open questions for 
future research: 
1. In view of the current research efforts on reasoning in Bayesian 
networks, how do we gather the meta (common sense> knowledge 
about the boundary or limitation of various inference algorithms with 
respect to the queries that one can handle? 
2. What is the best way of categorizing Bayesian networks so that we 
can tell which inference algorithms will be most efficient for a certain 
class of Bayesian networks? Should the classification be qualitative in 
terms of the topological structure of a network, quantitative in terms 
of the probability distribution and the total entropy [26] of a network, 
a combination of two, or other criteria?’ 
‘Computing l+(S,) can be NP-hard in a multiply connected neh+ork as was pointed out by 
a reviewer [22] and a reviewer of this paper. 
‘Some suggestions based on the topological structures and probability distributions of a 
network have been discussed [2, 271. 
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Our future research will focus on these two open questions and on 
continuing our exploration of this uncertain research. 
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APPENDIX 
/Pseudo code of the RLCM/ 
function max(N, BELMATRIX, EVIDENCE, FOCUSNODE): valuelist; 
(return the Nth largest valuelist of all the possible states of 
FOCUSNODE from the given BELMATRIX conditioned on EVI- 
DENCE set, or return the largest unused valuelist at the Nth iteration if 
FOCUSNODE = nil) 
/***Example: 
max(l,[(ZFJ 0.3XZFj O.lXZFZ 0.7XZFZ 0.911, (H], F) 
-+ ((ZFJ 0.3xm 0.9)) 
max(3, [(ZFJ 0.3XZFj O.lXZZ?J 0.7XZFZ 0.911, {H), nil) 
+ (ZFJ 0.3) if (ZFZ 0.9) and (jZ?Z 0.7) are used in Mm’ and Max’ 
+ (ZFJ 0.7) if only (ZZ?Z 0.9) is used so far * * */ 
function send-msg-process(SENDER, RECEIVER, DEPTH): void; 
1 




set Lowerlist = max(DEPTH, node[SENDER].belief-matrix, 
union(EVIDENCE, node[RECEIVER].setting- 
used), nil); 
if value( Lowerlist)/value(Upperlist) > rejection-ratio then 
{if (iter = = 1) then 
set send-msg[SENDER, RECEIVER] 
= (parent[SENDER, RECEIVER = = true)? 
max(1, node[SENDER].belief-matrix, EVIDENCE, 
SENDER) 
/ ***if SENDER is a parent of RECEIVER***/ 
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:max(l, node[SENDER].belief-matrix, EVIDENCE, 
RECEIVER) 
/ ***if RECEIVER is a parent of SENDER***/ 
else 
set send-msg[SENDER, RECEIVER] = 
append( Lowerlist, send-msg[SENDER, RECEIVER]) 
/ ***include additional information***/ 
1 
set msg-for[RECEIVER] = 
union(msg-for[RECEIVER], send-msg[SENDER, RECEIVER]); 
1 
function update-belief-matrix(LIST-OF-MSG, PROCESS-NODE): void; 
1 





/Sequential version of the RLCM/ 
input L, eoidence 
set root, prog-path 
initialize ( 
rejection-ratio = 0; 
/length of partial ordering and evi- 
dence/ 
/define propagation path and root 
node/ 
node[x].belief-matrix = nil Vx E N /belief-matrix of 
every node = nil/ 
send-msg[fiom, to] = nil V from, to: succ(fiom) = to E 
Prog-path 
/initially no message sent by any node/ 
node[x].depth = 1 Level of the most recently instantiated X in 
the Lattice tree 
msg-for[x] = nil Vx E prog-path 
node[xl.setting-used = nil/record the most recently instantiated 
loop (iter: 1 to 1; + + iter)( 
loop (process-node: first ( prog-path); succ( prog-path)){ 
loop (sender-node: first(node[process-nodel.msgsender); 
succ(node[process-nodel.msgsender)){ 
if sender-node # nil then 









output the most recently found hypotheses; 
update node[x].depth Vx E prog-path; 
/**backtrack (from a queue) to an available one which is most recently 
used**/ 
update node[x].setting-used Vx E prog-path; 
/**backtrack (from the queue) to an available one which is most 
recently used**/ 
update rejection-ratio; 
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